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Technically, a metaverse is a collective virtual shared space, created by the convergence

of virtually enhanced physical and digital reality. For simplicity’s sake, think of a metaverse

as the next iteration of the internet, which started as individual bulletin boards and

independent online destinations. Eventually these destinations became sites on a virtual

shared space — similar to how a metaverse will develop.

https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/metaverse
Source: Gartner, 2022

What is Metaverse?



A metaverse is not device-independent, nor owned by a single vendor. It is an independent

virtual economy, enabled by digital currencies and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). 

As a combinatorial innovation, metaverses require multiple technologies and trends to

function. Contributing trends include virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), flexible

work styles, head-mounted displays (HMDs), an AR cloud, the Internet of Things (IoT), 5G,

artificial intelligence (AI) and spatial computing.
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Spatial.io
Spatial is dedicated to helping
creators and brands build their own
spaces in the metaverse to share
culture together. We empower our
users to leverage their beautiful
spaces to share eye popping content,
build a tight knit community, and drive
meaningful sales of their creative
works and products. 

We also empower our users to create
beautiful and functional 3D spaces
that they can mint as NFTs and
sell/rent to others looking to host
mind blowing experiences.

Website: https://www.spatial.io 





Create a public space to host NFT art
exhibitions, meet ups, and live events.

Upload your content in one click            
 (images, videos, and 3D files)

Host up to 50 people in a room

Upload or buy a custom 3D environment

MetaMask, Google, Apple, and Microsoft login

Create a lifelike 3D avatar from a selfie 

MetaMask/Google Drive/OneDrive file upload
integration

Share your screen into the space

Create Sticky Notes to leave messages in   
 your space

For creators looking to host exhibitions,
meetups, and live events.





Community
Guidelines
Version Effective: April 13, 2022

Threats and incitement to violence

Terrorism

Criminal

Hateful behavior

Drugs, alcohol, and tobacco

Gambling

Suicide, self-harm, and dangerous acts

Cyberbullying

Sexual harassment

Threats of hacking and blackmail

Spam and fake engagement

We update our Community Guidelines
from time to time to evolve alongside
new behaviors and risks, as part of our
commitment to keeping Spatial a safe
place for creativity and joy.



Upload your Content

Create your Space



Decentraland

Decentraland is the first fully decentralized virtual world. 
It was always part of the original vision to hand over control
to the people who create and play in this virtual space that
runs on the Ethereum blockchain.

Website: https://decentraland.org

The Sandbox is a community-driven platform where
creators can monetize voxel ASSETS and gaming
experiences on the blockchain

Website: https://www.sandbox.game

Metaverse Platform


